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CMMI fared well in the U.S., but what about Mexico?
•
 
92% of Mexican software companies are small/medium-sized (< 100 people) and 
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Permissible as a 
national 
standard
Specific for SW 
dev. and maint.
Based on int. 
recognized 
practices
ISO9000:2000 Yes Yes Yes No No
CMM/CMMI Yes No No Yes Yes
ISO/IEC 12207 ? ? Yes Yes Yes
ISO/IEC 15504 ? ? Yes Yes No

















Snowmobile must fit into a pattern of activity which belongs to a particular 
lifestyle and set of values
Pacey, A., The Culture of Technology, MIT Press, 1983.




American Appliance Company (1922)
•
 
Submarine Signal Corporation (1946)
•
 












Texas Instruments Defense Systems & Electronics (1997)
•
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Modified vs. New Threshold
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Diagnose organizational culture characteristics that lead to 
successful adoption of new processes
•
 




Disseminate successful adoption attributes and influence 
future tool development
Goal: to improve the rate of adoption of new process improvement
methods & tools within the LAI Consortium
